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' possession and contribution of the ' republic of letters,' as it
is shared by every * country/ The type of eighteenth-century
tolerance was Frederick II of Prussia, against whom some
anonymous critic had posted a placard, high up, on a wall.
It was too high up for the King to read, so he told his
attendant to put it down lower.1
What was this * Europe,' so complete, so sure of itself,
untroubled by doubts and yearnings? It was then, as it is now
(though no longer ' sure of itself'), a small area of the world's
surface, and even of the territory geographically called Europe.
For * cultural Europe,' where Western civilization existed and
exists, has always been small. In the eighteenth century it
went no farther east than the Vistula, than Warsaw, where,
the Prince de Ligne wrote, " the best tone of France"
reigned, but " with an Oriental cast, the taste of Europe
and Asia."2 Evidently Poland was the frontier-country.
Russia, though brought by Peter the Great and Catherine II
into close touch with * Europe,' was outside; and still is. All
the Balkan lands were still subject to the Ottoman Turk, and
completely closed to Western influences. The Prince de Ligne
described from personal experience the amazingly Oriental
domestic life of die Moldo-Wallachian boyars and their ladies.
The British Isles, Scandinavia, Germany, Holland, and the
Habsburg lands, Italy, France, and the Iberian peninsula, were
all Europe, and, except for a small though vigorous people in the
English colonies of North America, were the sole repositories
of Western civilization. The Reformation had destroyed the
religious but not the intellectual unity of this Europe. The
real division had occurred in 1054, when Pope Leo IX ex-
communicated the Patriarch Michael Ceralarius. The division
between the Eastern and Western Churches became fixed and
permanent. This is one of the reasons why Western civiliza-
tion stopped at the Vistula; Tatar invasions and the character
of Russian country had something to do with this too. For
1 See below, p. 103.
8 Prince de Ligne, M&noires, vol. ii, pp. 50-51; the next Ligne reference is
from vol. i, pp. 210-213.

